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     FIVE ROSS AVIATION LOCATIONS CERTIFYING AS NATA GREEN AVIATION BUSINESSES 
 

Denver, Colorado – On the eve of Earth Day 2022, Ross Aviation’s sustainability team achieved the unique 
milestone of having five of its locations certified as Green Aviation Businesses in accordance with NATA’s new 
Sustainability Standard for Aviation Businesses. NATA’s Sustainability Standard provides FBOs and other 
aviation businesses a certification process for pursuing cost-effective options to lower their carbon footprint, 
including using environmentally friendly energy sources, reduction of waste, and the promotion of a 
sustainability mindset.  
 
The five Ross Aviation locations include Fresno (FAT), Lincoln (LNK), Sarasota (SRQ), Scottsdale (SDL) and 
White Plains (HPN). As part of the certification process, each FBO is required to estimate an annual carbon 
footprint; Ross Aviation will purchase offsets to achieve carbon-neutral operations from 2021 for all five 
certified Green Aviation Businesses based on these footprint estimates. Plans call for the company’s other 
FBOs to also receive NATA Green Aviation Business certification before year end.  
 
Sustainability has been an on-going corporate commitment for Ross Aviation, both internally and externally. 
The company is a charter member of NATA’s Sustainability Committee and working group and has played a 
role in crafting the new sustainability standards. In addition, Ross Aviation created the innovative “Fly More. 
Leave Less.” carbon offset program for its customers in 2020 and, through its internal own internal 
Sustainability Committee, pursues other key initiatives – from hybrid crew cars and electric ramp vehicles to 
solar installations on its new hangar construction projects.  
 
Ross Aviation in Thermal, California (TRM) also offers a continuous supply of sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) 
to support customer sustainability missions. For this year’s Big Game in Los Angeles, the company also 
brought in SAF to its Long Beach (LGB) location to support the large number of corporate aircraft visiting the 
Ross Aviation facility for the event. 
 
“We’re taking a holistic approach to sustainability” said Brian Corbett, CEO of Ross Aviation. “We see it as 
important – not just to ensure our own facilities meet and, in some cases exceed, all new standards – but also 
that we help our customers reach carbon neutrality with their flight operations as well.”  

 
Caption for attached photo 
Ross Aviation in Fresno, CA (FAT) is just one of five of locations the company has certified as NATA Green 
Aviation Businesses on the eve of Earth Day 2022. The company is an acknowledged leader in sustainability 
initiatives regarding both controllable, company sustainability and the support of customer sustainability 
achievement. 
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About Ross Aviation                     
Headquartered in Denver, Colorado, Ross Aviation is dedicated to exceeding expectations in 
the Flight Hospitality services we provide and the environments we create, for both customers and team 
members. Ross Aviation owns and operates 19 FBOs between the Caribbean, and Alaska, operating 
under the Ross Aviation, Rectrix Aviation, Island Air, Alaska Aerofuel and Great Circle Flight Services 
banners, plus two flight maintenance facilities. Our company is guided by four fundamental beliefs – 
Safety, Care, Performance and Drive – and we strive to embody those beliefs in every decision it makes 
and every action it takes. 
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